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ABSTRACT 

Nuclear reaction rates and pressure are 

calculated using a Maxwellian distribution 

function which is depleted at its high 

energy tail. 

The results are applied to nuclear reac¬ 

tions occuring within the solar interior, 

showing that the neutrino counting rate 

can be significantly reduced. 
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Introduction : 

The discrepancy between the observed neutrino fluxes and 

those predicted by solar models had led to an intensive in¬ 

vestigation and a long list of possible explanations. Among 

them, Clayton (1974) suggested that this discrepancy re¬ 

flects a deviation of the distribution function of relative 

kinetic energies from a Maxwellian distribution. This devia¬ 

tion can stem from many body interactions in the solar plasma. 

Usually this plasma is considered "nearly perfect", i.e. the 

Coulomb energy is much smaller than the average kinetic ener¬ 

gy. In this limit the Coulomb interaction is taken into acr 

count by the Debye-Huckel method, which basically defines for 

every nucleus Z an effective charge Z __<*£ Z, and treats the 
eff ^ 

plasma as an ideal gas. 

Kocharov (1972) suggested that inelastic collisions with 

bound K-shell electrons of Fe will preferentially deplete 

the number of high-energy (^7keV) ions. 

Without attributing a physical cause, Clayton (1974) cal¬ 

culated that if the Maxwellian distribution is depleted at its 

high energy tail, the neutrino counting rate will be signifi¬ 

cantly reduced. The main contribution of the thesis, then, is 

the improved calculation of the effect of the depleted Max¬ 

wellian on the thermonuclear reaction rates and pressures. 

Chapter 1 is historical and introduces concepts basic to 

the understanding of the energy production in the sun. 

Chapter 2 describes briefly the experimental method used to 

detect solar neutrinos. 

In Chapter 3 the modified reaction rates and pressures are 

calculated; and their effect on the neutrino fluxes are esti¬ 

mated in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 5 gives some results of the calculations of evo¬ 

lutionary sequences of IMQ stars having different composi¬ 

tions and deviations from the Maxwellian. 

A conclusion follows which summarizes briefly the major 

findings of the research. 

Additionally, there are two appendices, in which a num¬ 

ber of mathematical derivations are presented? as well as 

a series of Tables and Figures, illustrative of some of the 

material presented in the preceding chapters. 
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Chapter 1 : Review of the Problem of Energy 
Generation in the Sun 

For many years astrophysicists puzzled over the source of 

energy that could account for the bright appearance of stars 

and compensate for the losses caused by radiation. 

The first attempt to solve this puzzle was made by Helm¬ 

holtz and Kelvin, who suggested that the energy liberated by 

gravitational contraction was the source of stellar energy. 

Taking the sun as an example, this explanation, however, was 

ruled out on the grounds of the present luminosity of the sun 
33 -1 

(1^= 3.9 10 ergs sec ) and the estimated solar age of ap¬ 

proximately five billion years. The gravitational energy 

available in the sun is 

a=_GMo/R0 
“8 2 “2 

where G is the gravitational constant = 6.67 10 dyne cm gr 

Inserting the values for the mass and radius of the sun, 
33 

M0= 2 10 gr 

RQ= 7 lO^cm 

yieIds 
48 

Q_ = -4 10 ergs. 

This energy, radiated away at the rate given by L0, will 

place the solar age at approximately a mere 30 million 

years. For similar reasons chemical sources were also 

found inadequate to explain the origin of stellar energy. 

It is now commonly believed that the source of energy 

comes from nuclear reactions taking place deep within the 

star's interior. Consequently, the following course of 

events is believed to take place? and for a more complete 

description, the reader is referred to Cox and Giuli (Chap¬ 

ter 26), or Clayton (1968). As a star contracts, pulled by 
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its own gravitational field, part of the gravitational ener¬ 

gy that is lost is converted to kinetic energy which heats 

up the stellar gas. This rise in temperature continues un¬ 

til it is high enough (ÎS10 million degrees) for thermonu¬ 

clear reactions to begin. These reactions can replenish the 

energy losses; provide the gas and radiation pressure needed 

to halt further stellar contraction; and can thus promote a 

state of hydrostatic equilibrium. 

The rate at which nuclear reactions between two nuclei c£ 

type (1) and (2) occurs can be written as (Clayton, 1968): 

- U,YW 

fa 

v(E)vv(E) d£ (1 - 1) 

where 

n. and n are the number densities of the nuclei 
. -3 2 
in cm 

G(E) is the cross section for the reaction: 

(1) + (2)—►final products 

v(E) is the relative velocity of the two nuclei 

n(E) is the distribution function for the relative 

kinetic energies E, usually taken to be the 

Maxwellian distribution: 

•Ke) d t= = e*pC- £/KT)E Që 
(trior2 

(1 - 2) 

normalized so that 
_co 

f *£) de= l (1 ~ 3) 

The cross section <r(E) is usually written in the following 

form, which is relevant for non-resonant rates, as in the 

sun (Clayton, 1968): 

«•(E) = siS ~pC-v.fr’'1) 
E 

(1 " 4) 
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-1/2 

where exp(-hE ) is a measure of the probability for the 

nuclei to penetrate the repulsive Coulomb barrier. 
1/2 

b = 31.28 Z Z A ' , where A = A A /(A + A ) and 
X ^ X 4 X 6 

Z^ and A^ are the charge and atomic number of the i^» nuclei. 

S(E) is a measure of the probability for nuclear interaction 

once the barrier has been penetrated, and in the simplest ca¬ 

ses is a slowly varying function of E. The reaction rate in¬ 

tegral thus becomes: 

r-=(W°SCE) *** irW-^'V '1 ■s) 
1
 o i 2 where use was made of the relation: E = 1/2 JJLV ; jx is the 

reduced mass of the nuclei. 

The behavior of the integrand is determined by the expo¬ 

nential factors; one, a rapidly decreasing function of the 

energy exp(-E/kT), the other a rapidly increasing function 
-1/2 

of energy exp(-bE ). The major contribution to the inte¬ 

gral comes from a narrow range of stellar energies which are 

a compromise between the requirement for highly energetic 

nuclei to overcome the repulsive barrier and the scarce num¬ 

ber of nuclei available at those energies. This narrow range 

of stellar energies is highly peaked at a value E^, (See Fig.l) 

called the most effective energy for thermonuclear reactions. 

Its value is given by taking the derivative of the exponents 

in the integrand with respect to E and equating to zero. The 

value obtained is 

6 
where T^ is the temperature in 10 °KV The integral in (1 - 5) 

can be evaluated using the method of steepest descents, which 

will be described later in detail. 
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The result can be written as: 

IT 2.(>2. \0 ^ pT. X\ Xo. 
s°(lS)W- ^ 1 (1 " 7) 

where SQ is the value of S(E) at energy EQ in units of KeV- 

barns. The relation n. =pN X /A. was used, where P is 
x-3* A Z\ *_oc: 23 -1 . 

the 

matter density in gr cm ; N = 6.0225 10 mole is Avo- 
A 

gadro's number? and X7, is the fraction of matter in weight of 

the nuclei with charge Z.. Also the factor 1 +£ was in- 
X XM 

troduced in (1-7) to avoid counting each pair of particles 

twice when the nuclei are identical. Table 1 lists the val¬ 

ues of EQ and the temperature dependencies of various nuclear 

reactions. 

The first reactions to proceed at a significant rate are 
2 6 7 

the reactions that destroy the light elements (D , Li , Li , 

Be^, B^) initially present in the stellar interior by 

their conversion into helium isotopes. These reactions oc¬ 

cur at an early stage of the contraction at temperatures 
6 

around 4 10 degrees. An example of those reactions is: 
12 3 

H + D —>He + |f. This source of nuclear energy is, how¬ 

ever, quickly exhausted due to the low abundance of these 

light elements, having the effect of only slowing down the 

contraction of the star. 

Hydrostatic equilibrium is achieved for the first time 

when hydrogen starts burning at a temperature of approxi- 
7 

mately 10 degrees. At this stage hydrogen, the most abun¬ 

dant element, is converted into helium. The fusion of four 

hydrogen nuclei to helium may occur in two major ways: 

(1) The proton-proton chains (PP chains) 

This is a chain of reactions that can 

be summarized by the following reaction: 
14 + 

4 H —>He + 2V + 2e . 
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(2) The CNO cycle 

Making use of the heavier elements initially present 

in the star's composition, their reaction with the 

hydrogen can compete with the PP chains. The cycle 

is; 

X + 4 H1—+ He4 + 2e+ + 2V + ^ 
.12 13 14 

where X stands for any of the nuclei C , C , N , 
15 

N as catalysts. 

The proton-proton chain 

The reaction converting four hydrogen nuclei into one 

helium nuclei is an exothermic reaction liberating 
1 4 2 

[ 4 M(H ) - M(He ) Jc =26.73 MeV of energy. 

The same chain of reactions must also convert two protons 

into neutrons, a weak interaction accompanied by the emission 

of two neutrinos. These neutrinos interact very weakly with 

matter, thus having a large mean free path stellar radius, 

at normal densities) enabling them to reach the earth from 

the star's deep interior, the site of nuclear reactions. 

Their detection, therefore, is a crucial test of the validi¬ 

ty of the models for stellar evolution and nuclear energy 

generation in stars. 

Since the main process believed to convert hydrogen into 

helium in the sun is the proton-proton chain, we can easily 

estimate the total number of neutrinos liberated per second, 

without going into any detailed model about the internal 

structure of the sun. This number is just twice the sun's 

luminosity divided by the average energy (~ 26.73 MeV - the 

average energy carried away by neutrinos) released in the 

fusion reaction. So 

dt 
4oto.\ 

fT cWm 

1 38 » ^ i -b®. - z io yscicr (1 - 8) 
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In the well-known Davis experiment (to be discussed later) 
37 

using Cl as a detector, only part of this total number is 

observable, depending on the relative strength of the various 

neutrino sources. To estimate the observable part of the 

flux a detailed knowledge of the PP chains is required. 

The various reactions converting hydrogen into helium are: 

H1+ H1—*D2+ e++y or (r 0.25%) E±+ e"+ H] 2 
D +V 

< 
2 1 3 

D + H —He + 

He3+ He3-*He4+ 2H1 

3 4 
He + He - 

Be7+ e - 

Li?+ H1- 

Be7+ £ 

Li?+ V 

2He4 

PPI 

PPII 

Be7+ H1. 

B8 

Be 
8 

B8 

8 + 
Be + e +V 

4 
2He 

PPIII 

Table 1 includes the Q value, and the average energy car¬ 

ried away by the neutrinos, for each reaction. 

There are three alternative PP chains, named PPI, PPII, 
3 

and PPIII. The fate of the He nucleus determines whether 

the completion will be through the PPI chain or otherwise. 
3 4 

If it is destroyed by He it will create He and the chain 
4 

will be completed through PPI. If it is destroyed by He , 
7 

Be will be created. Whether the completion will be through 
7 

PPII or PPIII depends on the fate of the Be nucleus. If the 
7 .7 

Be nucleus captures an electron, Li will be formed and the 

chain will be completed through PPII. If, however, a proton 
8 

will be captured, B is formed and the chain will be completed 

through PPIII. 

Although two neutrinos are emitted with each completion, 

the sources vary, depending on the specific chain through 
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which the reactions were completed. If the chain is comple¬ 

ted through PPI two neutrinos will be emitted from the 
11 2 + 

H + H —^ D + e + V reaction, (or from the p + e + p —> 
2 

D + V reaction), since two such reactions are needed for the 

completion of the chain. These neutrinos shall henceforth be 

designated as (pp) neutrinos (or(pep} neutrinos). If the chain 

is completed through PPII, one (pp) (or (pep) ) neutrino is 
. . 7 - 7 

emitted with one neutrino from the Be + e —* Li +V reaction, 
7 

designated as a (Be ) neutrino. Finally, if the chain is com¬ 

pleted through PPIII, the (pp) (or (pep) ) neutrino emitted is 
8 8 + 

accompanied by a neutrino from the B —Be + e +V reaction, 
0 

designated as a (B ) neutrino. 

Let F_ , F and F be, respectively, the fraction of helium 
JL Z J 

nuclei produced by the PPI, PPII and PPIII chains. Clearly, 

from their definitions it follows that: 

(1 - 9) 

/ c+*vy- *?■*/fe*t (1 - 10) 

and P| 4-Fi-v-Fb ~ ) (1 - ID 

where the r's are the various rates of the reactions listed in 

Table 1. Furthermore, let c3rw*/dt be the rate of production 

-3 -1 
of alpha particles (helium nuclei) in cm sec , then from the 

previous discussion the emissitivity per cubic centimeters of 

neutrinos from each source will be given as follows: 

év\„(pp) 
~XT“ 

= ^(iFl+F1+F1) 

at ~ at 1 

civ\v(e>
8) aw* F 

(1 “ 12) 

J 
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Since only one (pep) reaction occurs in the sun for approxi¬ 

mately every 400 (pp) reactions (Bahcall and May, 1969), the 

(pep) neutrino emissitivity per cubic centimeters can be ex¬ 

pressed as: 

I cbUPP) ,, _ 
~ 405 «At u 1 } 

To calculate the contribution of each source to the neutrino 

emission one should first solve for GTWIL, F , F , and F . 
» JL A J 

can be expressed in terms of the energy generation rate 
-1 -1 

£(erg gr sec ) of the PP chain. If there were no neutrinos 

emitted the relation would simply be 

f € = £4 M(H')- V) cwr* see-') 

From Table 1 we see that we must subtract from€ the energy car¬ 

ried away by the neutrinos. The neutrino losses are 2% of the 

total energy released for the PPI chain, 4% for the PPII chain, 

and 28% for the PPIII chain. It follows that 

= (i - 13) 

If all the alpha particles are created through the PPII or 

PPIII chains, then dv\ot/d\r =s fpp . 

If, however, the alpha particles are created by completion 

through the PPI chain, then *~pp/Z 

In general 

<iDs‘=i.rff>ct>(p<) (i-i4) 

where <$>(**} is a function with values between 1 and 2 correspon¬ 

ding to completions through PPI only or through either PPII or 

PPIII only. The function ^0*) is given by: 

<J)(^)=: \-o<-f o< (4 + lA<) ^ (1 - 15) 

where o( is a parameter defined as: 
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Jiü (1-16) 

With the aid of equations (1-7), (1 - 13)—(1 - 16) we obtain 

for the energy generation of the PP chains 

€-2.31 l06pXlT(, Vicxp(-^.îiT^‘/i)cji(cK')[i9XFl4-^FL+3iFi^ (1 _ 17) 

For oL we get 

<* = I.» »o,T(^)le*P[.ttoTt
J4] (1. 

AX 

where the notation was adopted in which X= X^ Y ~ X^ 

18) 

For the branching ratios we get 

F._(u^-i 

~ (-1+ V*) ,,l+3 

F,-(UR) 

tp(b<?)+Te(E=e>) 

(1 " 19) 

(1 - 20) 

where the lifetimes were used instead of the reaction rates, 

and the relation between them is expressed as 

1/T.OO - 
rnK 

^i(l)is the lifetime of (2) for interaction with (1). Expli- 

citely written, the lifetimes are: 

= i.ii icfa p (i+X)Tt lx, IF (i - 2i) 

rp(B?r' = i.*8 'a* f (-lot.tslt'11) a - 22) 
and f^r= (1 “ 23) 

* jp is a correction factor introduced by Bahcall and Moeller 

(1969). ( O.S'H Tfc^.lO 

If = 1.10* ) 1+O.OOA(TI->6) 'o éTt é it 
I 1.0 
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The CNO cycle 

This cycle is a series of reactions which convert four hy¬ 

drogen nuclei to helium using CN nuclei as catalysts. The set 

of reactions is: 

CN cycle 

ON cycle 

„15 1 _ 16 . 12 4 
N and H produces 0 instead of C + He 

A branching in the CN cycle occurs when the reaction between 

This reaction, 

however, occurs only four times out of 10* in the sun (Clay¬ 

ton, 1968), so that for practical purposes the ON cycle will 

not be considered. 

Every time the CN portion completes one cycle, two neutri- 
13 13 + 

nos are emitted; one neutrino from the N —>C + e +V reac- 
13 

tion (which shall be designated as a (N ) neutrino), and one 
15 15 + . 

N + e +V reaction (designated here- neutrino from the 0 
15 13 

after as a (O ) neutrino). The (N ) neutrino is created at 
12 13 + 13 

the rate at which the reaction C (P,]()N (e y)C proceeds, 
15 

which is r. . The (0 ) neutrino is created at the rate at 
1,12 14 15 + 15 

which the reaction N (P,)()0 (e v)N proceeds, which is r1 . 
X i XH 

As a result the number density of neutrinos from the CN cycle 

may be expressed as; Sec"' 

r,,N cvrT^sec-1 
(1 " 24) 
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The set of equations (1-7), (1 ~ 12), (1 - 14), (1 - 15), 

(1 - 18)—(1 - 23) and (1 - 24) determines completely the neu¬ 

trino fluxes from the PP chains and from the CN cycle, provi¬ 

ded the density ^ , temperature T, and composition {*} are 

given. These parameters vary from point to point in a star, 

and their profile across the star can only be obtained by 

evolving a stellar model. 

Calculation of stellar models 

Standard stellar models require that for each point in the 

interior the following set of assumptions is valid: 

(a) Hydrostatic equilibrium 

This requires a balance between the gravitational 

force and the pressure gradient: 

(b) 

<L
P
=_P& M&3 

j*- T rî- 
(1 " 25) 

jr - j - 

The centripetal term, usually appearing in (1 - 25), 

is taken to be equal to zero under the assumption that 

interior rotation is negligible. The local pressure 

in any region is determined by the local temperature T, 

density , and chemical composition {X;]p . The relation¬ 

ship between these quantities is given by an equation of 

state P=P(?)T,(Ki» . M(r) is the mass enclosed 

within the radius r. Its change dM(r) as we move a dis¬ 

tance dr from the sphere r, is given by 

(1 - 26) 

Conservation of energy 

The energy radiated away from each shell between r and 

r + dr is replenished by the energy generated in that 

shell, minus the heat absorbed: 

(1 - 27) 
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(c) Energy production bv nuclear reactions 

The source of energy generation is due to nuclear 

reactions, so Ç will be given in terms of nuclear 

reaction rates like those discussed in equation 

(1-7), and is a function of the local density, 

temperature and chemical composition: 

e=e(?iTi{x;V) 
(d) Energy transport bv radiation or convection 

If the opacity K is low, then radiation is the most 

efficient way of energy transfer. The temperature 

gradient is then: 

dT Kf LV) (1 - 28a) 

dr 4<xc T5 4 nr1 

K is a funcion of the local parameters: 

If the opacity is too high, the temperature gradi¬ 

ent becomes too large and radiation becomes an in¬ 

efficient process. In this case energy transfer 

will be achieved by convection. The temperature 

gradient is then: 

1 Ü- 
dr “ P dr (1 - 28b) 

and is the adiabatic constant. 

Standard models of the sun are subject to the following 

observational constraints: 
9 

(1) Solar age, CQ = 4.7 10 yrs 
33 -1 

(2) Solar luminosity, L
Q= 3.81 10 erg sec 
'J3 

(3) Solar mass, M0 = 2 10 gr 

(4) Solar radius, RQ=-6.96 lO^cm 
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(5) Composition of the solar surface, which gives the 

value Z/X, where Z = 1-X-Y 

(6) Lab measurements of nuclear cross sections and opa¬ 

city . 

Equations (1 - 25)—-(1 - 28) are thus subject to the fol¬ 

lowing boundary conditions: 

At the center of the sun (r=0). The mass and luminosity 

are zero; that is, M(0) = L(0)= 0. 

On the surface of the sun (r=RQ). The temperature is ta¬ 

ken as the effective surface temperature Tfi, determined 

from the relation: L0=/|TTR©<^”TB' • T(Rg) = T . 

The pressure is taken as zero pressure, that îs^PtRg,) = 0. 

Observable confirmations of output results obtained from 

these models are of extreme importance, since they offer a 

crucial test for validating the set of assumptions regarding 

our present understanding of stellar evolution. 

M P(RQ) must actually be taken as the photospheric pressure 
(Cox and Giuli, 1968, page 590) 

P(Rq) = 2GM0 /3KRQ, 

where K is the mass absorption coefficient. 
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Chapter 2 ï The Detection of Solar Neutrinos 

An important output result of solar models is the flux 

of neutrinos reaching earth from the sun's interior. R. 

Davis Jr., of Brookhaven National Laboratory, has developed 

a radiochemical method of detecting these solar neutrinos 

(Davis, 1964) and (Davis, Harmer, & Hoffman, 1968). The 

method is mainly based on the reaction: 

which is an endothermic reaction with a threshold energy of 

0.814 MeV. 

The experiment is performed with a tank containing 

390,000 liters (=610 tons) of C^Cl^, in a rock cavity 4,850 

feet underground in a gold mine in Lead, South Dakota. 

C^Cl^ is an inexpensive liquid, containing large amounts of 

chlorine, which is the substance used for capturing the neu- 
37 

trinos. The small amount of Ar produced by the V-captures 
37 

of Cl can be removed from the liquid by bubbling helium 

gas through the tank. The recovery efficiency was measured 
3 6 

by inserting into the tank a known amount of inert Ar and 
37 

recovering Ar , which was artificially produced in the tank 

by fast neutron irradiation. The efficiency of recovery is 
37 

at least 95%. From the amount of Ar recovered, the amount 

produced by background sources must be subtracted. Major 
37 

background sources that can lead to the production of Ar are: 

(1) Cosmic ray-produced protons 

(2) Neutrons produced by radioactivity in the wall of the 

rock cavity 

Nuclear reactions caused by contaminants in the liquid (3) 
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The observed counting rate is given by sec 

where is the flux of neutrinos per unit energy interval, 

gy. In Table 2 the cross section of the reaction is given, 

averaged over the neutrino energy associated with the parti¬ 

cular source. The results of the experiment are expressed in 

units of SNU's. 1 SNU (stands for Solar Neutrino Unit) equals 

the contribution of the CNO cycle to the solar energy pro¬ 

duction (Bahcall and Sears, 1972). The (pep) neutrinos con¬ 

tribute cO.3 SNU to the counting rate, and are a direct mea¬ 

sure of the rate of energy generation by the PP chain. There¬ 

fore, a counting rate below 0.3 SNU will conflict with the ba¬ 

sic idea that nuclear reactions are the energy source for 

main sequence (Hydrogen burning) stars (Bahcall, Bahcall & 

Shaviv, 1968). Standard models of the sun (Bahcall,et al* 

1973), (Newman, 1975), yield counting rates around 6 SNU, six 

times larger than the observed rate! (See Table 2) This . 

alarming discrepancy has spurred extensive réévaluations of 

the standard models used for the sun. 

The research done falls in two broad categories: 

(1) Reexamination of the input parameters used in standard 

models, and of the assumptions made 

(2) Modifications of basic physical processes?(for a histo¬ 

rical review of the problem and a list of solar models 

with low neutrino fluxes, the reader is referred to 

Bahcall and Sears, 1972 and to Ulrich, 1974.) 

and <£) is the absorption cross section for the reaction 
which depends on the neutrino ener- 

10 neutrino absorptions per target atom per second. Davis 1 

37 
recent result for the prodùction rate of Ar is (Davis, 1972) 

the following: 

Sources * *■ *• 
This counting rate sets an upper limit of ~ 10% for 
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Some of the hypotheses falling under the first category 

are listed below with the resulting counting rate in paren¬ 

theses* 

(a) The abundance of heavy elements in the sun is lower, 

causing a decrease in opacity. (1.4 SNU) 

(b) The interior of the sun is continuously mixing (1.5 SNU) 

(c) The sun has a rapidly rotating core («— 1.0 SNU) 

(d) A large, non-homogeneous magnetic field exists in the 

core (2* 7 SNU) 

(e) The solar core is composed of pure He (3—4 SNU) 

(f) Possible errors in the opacity (^.1 SNU) 

(g) Errors in nuclear reaction rates (^1, SNU) 

Hypotheses falling under the second category are: 

(a) The value of the gravitational constant G increases 

in time (4.0 SNU) 

(b) The neutrinos decay on transit to earth 

(c) The Fermi coupling constant of the weak interaction 

increases in the center of the sun. (-£ 1 SNU) 

(Finzi, 1974) 

Recently another explanation has been added (Clayton, 1974), 

mainly that the distribution function for relative kinetic 

energies of the ions in the sun deviates from a Maxwellian,and 

is depleted on its high energy tail. 
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Chapter 3 : The Depletion of the Maxwellian Tail, and 
the Effects on the Nuclear Reaction Rates 
and Pressure 

The main problem faced by any solar model is the reconci¬ 

liation between the scarcity of observed neutrino fluxes and 

the observed solar luminosity. On one hand the observed lu¬ 

minosity is almost entirely (^90%) determined by the rate 

at which the pp reaction occurs. On the other hand, as can 

easily be seen from Table 2, the observed neutrino counting 
Q 

rate is mainly (CZ 80%) due to the B neutrino flux. The 
8 8 

B (e + v )Be reaction produces a low flux of high energy neu- 
37 trinos, which are easily captured by Cl . In contrast, the 

pp reaction produces a large flux of neutrinos with energies 
37 below the threshold of Cl capture, and which are thus "in¬ 

visible" in Davis' experiment. 

At temperatures comparable to those in the center of the 
g 

sun (-K2 15 10 °K) , the most effective energies for the pp re¬ 

action are around 4.6 kT; whereas the most effective energies 
3 7 

for the He (o<j^)Be reaction are around 17.3 kT. A depletion 

of the high energy tail of the Maxwellian distribution, de¬ 

creasing the number of highly energetic particles, will thus 
8 

cause a decrease of the B neutrino flux, and will have a 

slight effect on the luminosity. If the luminosity has to be 

maintained the total number of PP neutrinos must roughly be 
8 

conserved. The decrease of the B neutrino flux will thus 

cause an excess of (pp) neutrinos. Therefore the depletion 

of the Maxwellian at high energies has the effect of changing 
8 

observable B neutrinos to "invisible" (pp) neutrinos. 

A distribution function departing from a Maxwellian can be 

written as: n'(E) = exp f(E) n(E) dE, (3 - 1) 
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where f(E) is assumed to be a slowly varying function of E 

and the form chosen for mathematical convenience only. f(E) 

can be expanded in power series of the energy: 

  (3-2) 

where the expansion coefficients are assumed to be the same 

for all pairs of particles. Using the expansion, n'(E) can 

be written as: 

L 
(3 - 3) w'(OdE ={m)lk ^[fvC^E-^E^E 

As can be seen from (3 - 3) the effect of on the distribu¬ 

tion is merely that of a change in temperature from 

<T 1er'~ + KT 
This change in temperature cancels any physical effect of the 

^ term, which will therefore be ignored in the future. Left 

with f(E) = ^)Q ” ^2^ (ignoring higher order terms), we require 

the modified distribution function to remain normalized? that 

is, 
/oû 

Û 

or explicitely 
où 

(3 - 4) 

where a dimensionless parameter & was introduced: 
which measures the deviation of the distribution from a Max¬ 

wellian. The integrand in equation (3 - 4) can be expanded 

in powers of & (see Appendix A), yielding a relation for 

in terms of $ s 
? 0 

(3 - 5) 

(1) The effect on the non-resonant reaction rates 

The reaction rate integral (1-5) for a depleted Maxwel¬ 

lian thus becomes: 
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r'^vlî(irK*p P* /^p[J^î- 
(3 - 6) 

where the notation is adopted in which the primed quantities 

have their usual meaning, but using equation (3-1) instead 

of a Maxwellian distribution. The integral can be evaluated 

using the method of steepest descents (See, for example, 

Mathews-Walker, 1964) . This method is applicable to inte¬ 

grals of the form Jg(x)exp(-f(x))dx , where g(x) is a slow¬ 

ly varying function of x and f(x) has a sharp maximum at x^ , 

the point where £_df_j = The general solution for the 
dx 

case g(x)=l is: 
> *o 

- fM]dx = 
& 0 

= f V) (3 - 7) 

where W is the full 1/e width: 

VI1 = l/ (3 - 8) 

Comparing equations (1-5) and (3 - 6) we get for the ratio 

of the perturbed to the unperturbed reaction rate: 

Hïl — eXPA M.' expE-f'Wl 
ryx > VJ expC-fWl 

(3 - 9) 

where we used the result (3 - 7), and used the following defi¬ 

nition: 

■f'(.*)•= SxVx- 
where x is the dimensionless parameter x — E/kT, and x^ sat¬ 

isfies df'(x) 
dx x=x; 

= 0. 
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f(x) and x have the same definitions but with To solve 
0 

for we express all the primed quantities on the right hand 

side of (3-9) in terms of the unprimed. To do so we first 

note that : 

^=2.ÎX + »_ ' (.0.) 

> (3 - 10) 

4ïV) = lU|fex-5'* (b) 

(a) E- 

Using equation (3 - 10a) we solve for the maximum x^ 

(3 - 11) 

For Xg we get 2»/z y \ V> 
At> --T- 

Insertingots - 11) ^ 
.into. 

or 

i&Xa+i ■=» C^°/^t) 

xi = x,(u-iSx;)"l,î 

In terms of the energy: 

E;,E.[UiS(£)] 
-Vi 

(3 - 12) 

where is given by (1 - 6). 

Equation (3 - 12) can be solved by itterations (see Appen¬ 

dix B) 

(3 - 13) 

(b) W 

Using equation (3 - 10b) we can solve for the 1/e width,W 

w’= 
(3 - 14) 
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For W we get: 

'M yST ' ' 
Inserting this expression in (3 - 14) we get: 

VJ'-*/ [z S+^/VM1) Wo)5/i] 

s/[z^+*(W>C)5/2} 

=[svjy^ + (x„/x')5/i]_l 

The expression (3 - 15) for W can be simplified by using 
2 

equation (1 - 6) yielding: W = (16/3) (E /kT); further- 
^ 5 /2 more we can use the power expansion (3 - 13) for (x^/x^) 

Equation ( 3 - 16) thus becomes: 

so that finally 
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(c) f(x^) 

From the definition of f'(x) we get: 

using equation (3 - 11) after multiplying it by x^ we get; 

îX;
1
+K'+(AK

141^') 
= SX'a + sSx',1 

For f (XQ) we get f(x ) = ^xg* We define A as 

A= (3 - 18) 

Using the expansion (3 - 13) for we get: 

A different expression for A can be obtained in the fob 

lowing way: 

f (*!,L 5Sxj Vax.* _ 
Ç(K) J*» MiCl+1 

where we made use of (3 - 12). 

Dividing by 3Sc^ we get 

U (%) K 
{&) "0+iUOl/i 

r 
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(This expression for A was actually used in the code 

rather than ( 3 - 19). Equation (3 - 20) is not sensi¬ 

tive to the method with which E^ was calculated, but equa¬ 

tion (3 - 19) deviates from the "exact" A if a power 

expansion for E^ is used. 

Using the expressions obtained for ji>0(3 - 5), W 

(3 - 17) and & (3 - 20), we can insert them in (3 - 9), 

obtaining the perturbed reaction rates 

ril-rxx (3 - 21) 

where terms of higher order in £ have been ignored in the 

coefficient in front, but are included in the more sensi¬ 

tive exponential. Given the temperature T, and the de¬ 

viation & from the Maxwellian, we can determine complete¬ 

ly from the set of equations (1-6), (3 - 13), (3 - 20) 

and (3 - 21) the modified reaction rate r' ,. in terms of 
Am 

the old rate for any given reaction. 

(2) The effect on resonant reaction rates 

Resonant reactions occur when the range of most effective 

stellar energies (E^) lies in the vicinity of an excited state 

of the compound nucleus. In this case S(E) is no longer a 

slowly varying function of E, but rather highly peaked around 

E^, the resonant energy. The great size of the cross section 

causes the reactions to occur around E rather than around E . 
r 0 

Furthermore the resonances are very narrow (CS lev) for reso- 
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nances near E^. Therefore, in the reaction rate integral 

(1 - 1), n(E) and V(E) can be replaced by their values at 

the resonance (Clayton, 1968, p. 348)- So: ^ 

z (res©m*t) sr Vlj Yl^ Vl^Er') v(Er)à E 
o 

In case the Maxwellian distribution function is depleted: 

w.'(Er)= exp[ç>0-£(i:)
1] wCEr) 

So that 

r,2(nas©v>a^) 

where r (resonant) is given by Clayton (1968, eq. 4 - 196). 
Il» 

(3) The effect on the gas pressure 

The pressure integral for a non relativistic , non degene¬ 

rate gas is: 

(3 - 22) 

which reduces to P =nkT for a Maxwellian distribution. For 
v\on 

the/^MaxweIlian distribution we get 

r<X> 

— A wk! e.xp QtJ e*p[- Sx1-*] d* 
3{ïr 0 

where x is again E/kT. The integral can be expanded in powers 

of £ (see Appendix A). Inserting the expression for ^ we get: 

P = WKT j^l-5 S44G S - ] (3 - 23) 

This expression holds only for the ions pressure, since we as¬ 

sumed the Maxwellian is depleted for the ions distribution 

function only. 
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Chapter 4 : Estimation of the Reduced Neutrino Fluxes 

The set of equations derived in Chapter 1 determining 

the energy generation and neutrino fluxes in the star is 

modified when the Maxwellian is depleted. In Chapter 3 we 

derived a set of equations with which we can express the 

modified reaction rates in terms of the old ones. These 

equations are: 

With the aid of equations (4 - 1) we can write the following 

modified parameters: 

(1) The parameter 

(4 - 1) 

where 

and 

From the definition of o< in (1 - 16) we get: 

o<l=: Ç>SMil £KPLL&(J; (4-2) a l J 

where o< is given by (1 - 18). 
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(2) The branching coefficients 

From ( 1-19) we get straightforward: 

F'_ _ i 

The reaction rate r _ is not affected by the depletion, 
e/ 

(4 - 3a) 

so that: 

. (4.3b) 

and 

F,'=uy_F‘ (4 - 3c) 

(3) The energy generation rate 

The energy generation rate is proportional to r 

that equation (1 - 17) becomes: 

k _ v/2. -r ~l/3 

PP 
SO 

cbC F' 
and sàt cU. 

T ’PP 

(4 " 4) 
x [**>1*1 + +.^lFa ] 

where . 

(^)(p<1')r= +-0<' +o(' (1+2/o0~) 1 

(4) The neutrino fluxes 

The neutrino fluxes will consequently be: 

<hU^L p' (4 - 5) 

"3T "IF 
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g 
We can estimate the decrease in the flux of the B neu¬ 

trinos as a function of & . To do this we must take into 

account that in the actual solar body thé energy generation 

rate will decrease as a result of the depletion, thus cau¬ 

sing the star to contract. This contraction will result in 

a slight increase in temperature. This increase will raise 

the temperature T^ (the unperturbed temperature) to a cer¬ 

tain value T^ so that the star will retain its previous rate 

of energy generation. Since this rate is proportional to the 

pp reaction rate, the increase will be. such that: 

r ' (T ) = r (T ) (4 - 6) pp 1 PP 0 

To give some numerical results, the following simplifications 

were made: 

(1) The sun is represented by an isothemal sphere of tem¬ 

perature Tg = 15 10 

(2) 

(3) 

5K, which is approximately the 

temperature in the center of the sun. 

The parameter o< has its average solar value of 
-3 1/2 

C^Q=: 1.16 10 ; consequently (2/O(Q ) = 41.44 is a 

large number and the branching ratios become: 
-4 

F = 91%, F = 9%, F c; 10 . So to a high degree of 
X ^ O 

accuracy, F + = 1. 

To simplify the calculations ^(1,2) is neglected 

(i.e. ^(1,2)= 1) and À(l,2) is approximated by 

£(Eo', so that the perturbed reaction rate 

will be given as: 

r/lM=:e*p[-SxoV)} 
rn(.T) (4 - 7) 

(4) 

The values for x = E AT at T = 15 are listed in 
0 0 6 

Table 1. 

The temperature dependence of the reaction rate is 

given as 

(L.) 
N IQ 9 

(4 - 8) 



From the restriction imposed by (4 - 6) we can express the 

rise in temperature in terms of 5 
/ \X (PP)_

z4 

rp'p(T^=rpp(T^ exp[_6cS(Vl]= r^To^] 0 ' 

/ *r c A# N-V 
(^_LL J ^Vsp £ *o(^T\=' 

For (4 - 6) to hold 

Inserting the value of xn(p,p) from Table 1 we get 

(a) 

(i] — ^xpQs.A^ 
V ,o/8 

(4 - 9) 

The reduction of the B neutrino flux 
g 

The B neutrino flux is proportional to (dn^/dtjF^, so 

that the ratio of the perturbed flux to the unperturbed 

one will be , 5,' 

dYl <x/ét f-a> 

Since the energy generation rate is proportional to 

dn^/dt, the rise in temperature discussed previously 

will cancel the change in the production rate of the 

alpha particles. Consequently we have: 

= £ (4 _ 10) 

F» 
To find the new branching ratios, an estimation of oC* 

in terms of oC is needed. From (4 - 2) we get: 

oO (j, v HH 

So 

= ^p[-io^S]^.JVS^CT0) 

C*’ “3ST (4 - 11) 

where it is understood that the primed quantities are 

evaluated at temperature T . Using (1 - 19) we get: 
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Since and 1 - F^ = F^ , we Can wr^-te: 

1/2 
Numerically F /P =10.1, so that (2/ oC ) /4 = 10.36. 

<iep\eVe«i 1 2 
For the^branching ratios: . 

_ (_Uoc)'h-\ _ (i/»0h o.pQnS'H 
F‘ ~ 4 A 

*s= QhÙ- ^-expC U3&) —o.is 
4 1/2 

Inserting the value of (2/ oC ) /4 we get: 

F4'/f^'=103(5 
Since 

*V-*-Fx =\ 

We get 10.3& ^(UT-SO +035 

and 11= fk! - r.y*. .OGSV' (4 - 12) 
Fz »0<i L 4 

From equation ( 1 - 10) we get 

_2>_—. ^ Gi (since for the sun rè>?)'rî-y') 
G. ^>^^3 

re^ is not depleted, so that: 

(F4/F0 
rM L 

= e*p 

So 

S. 5L = ^xp(-at (4 - 13) 

Multiplying equations (4,- 12) and (4 - 13) gives us the 
% 

disired value for F'/F„: 
3 3 

4>v_(^  -e.Xp(—VM ^ 23 

<t>v(8>s)~ **p0n-S)+‘Oé>s 

(4 - 14) 
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7 
(b) The depleted Be flux 

7 
From equation (4 - 12) we see that the Be neutrino 

flux is reduced bys 

4>v( (4 - 15) 

From the requirement for the conservation of the total 

number of neutrinos emitted from the PP chains, we con¬ 

clude that the neutrino fluxes from the pp and pep reac 

tions must increase. The increase is roughly propor¬ 

tional to F'/F, 
X X • 

(c) The depletion of the CN neutrinos 
13 15 

The decrease in the N and O neutrino fluxes is 

straightforward from (1 - 24): 

Table 4 summarizes the results derived in this chapter, 

and estimates the amount of decrease in the fluxes for 

and 

two values of £ 
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Chapter 5 : The Evolution of Solar Models 

To study in detail the effect of $ on the evolution of 

the sun, a series of evolutionary sequences for IMQ stars 

from the zero age main sequence to L=LQ were calculated for 

several different compositions and values of & (Clayton, et 
al. 1975? Newman, 1975). Some output results for three so- 

9 
lar models having LI=LQ at 4.5 10 years are shown in Table 5. 

The standard model has an initial composition X = 0.737 and 

Z = 0.0149 (with & = 0) and gives a counting rate of 5.32 SNU 
(neglecting pep), and is similar to other standard models 

(see for example Bahcall, et al. 1973). 

The effects of 6 on the evolution can be seen in Figures 

3(a)—3(d). When J^0 the rates of energy generation are re¬ 

duced, causing the star to contract. This contraction in¬ 

creases the temperature gradient throughout the star. Since 

L(r) cc dT/dr, this is accompanied by an increase in luminosi¬ 

ty. So, for a given composition, stars with 0 are more 

luminous and reach L=LQat a younger age (i.e. have a shor¬ 

ter main sequence lifetime) than stars having &= 0. (See 

Figure 3(a)). The lifetime on the main sequence is roughly 

proportional to the time it requires to convert a certain 

amount of hydrogen to helium. 

Thus: toCMX/L (5 - 1) 

The dependence of luminosity on composition is roughly given 

by (Clayton, 1968, eq. (6 - 60) : _ _ 

IJ OC /K, (5 - 2) 

where jjk. is the mean molecular weight: 

and K is Kramers opacity: -3.5 
K = KQ T 

M*”1 = 1/2(1+ 3X+0.5Y) 

, where oc ( 14- X) Z. 
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From (5-1) and (5 - 2) we get: 

t ©cX(l + X)0*2 Z°*2(l + 3X + 0.5Y)1 *4 

We see that we can thus compensate for the change in the 

main sequence lifetime, caused hy s* 0, by a corresponding 

change in composition. Consequently a solar model was con¬ 

structed having £= 0.01 and X = 0.744 (holding Z/X constant). 

The effect of Son the neutrino fluxes is shown in Figures 
c 7 8 13 15 

3(b)—3(d). o decreases the Be , B , N ,0 neutrino flux¬ 

es, thus lowering the counting rate, and increases the (pp) 

and (pep) neutrino fluxes, which is a direct consequence of 
13 the increase in the central temperature. The N neutrinos 

are not reduced as drastically as we might expect from Table 

4. The reason is demonstrated in Figure 4. Besides the cen¬ 

tral region, where the CN cycle is most active due to the high 

temperature, the cycle is also active in a shell where CN equi¬ 

librium is just being established. The neutrino flux emerging 

from that shell is not affected, but the shell moves inward as 

& increases. For detailed information about the effect of 

on the interior structure of the sun, the reader is referred 

to Newman (1975). 
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Conclusion : 

We have shown that a deviation from a Maxwellian distribu¬ 

tion function of relative energies, depleting the high energy 
37 

tail, can successfully reduce the Cl counting rate well be¬ 

low Davis' limit. The perturbed Maxwellian has only a small 

effect on the luminosity which can be compensated for by 

changes in the initial composition. 

Some predictions of a solar model having are: 

(1) An increase in the central temperature 

(2) An increase in the (pp) and (pep) neutrino fluxes 

Also, an interesting feature was pointed out—namely, that 
13 

the shell source of the N neutrinos moves inward as the de¬ 

viation from the Maxwellian increases. 
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Appendix A î 

We will define for odd n : 

For n = 1 
O 

where the value for 1(1) was taken from Reif (1965). All 

integrals with n 1 can be reduced to 1(1) by differen¬ 

tiation with respect to ot . I(n) can thus be written as: 

1^- - * K»,-V> 
OJC 

where \3.S-...W 

If the parameter oi in I(n) is set equal to 1, we get the 

following results: 

For 1 

= r/z I(^)- VOSv/rF/Ca 

t(V)=-b>fn7Z| «945^/31 

1(5) = \s7n It I(\\)“ lo^s/n 

(a) Evaluation of ^Cl'jC.p jj- ^ 1 ^ 

0 

Assuming & ^ \ we can expand 

e.xp (- i -V Sa^— * * « 



So 

(b) 

i, = f«xp(-oO) [ î- 
0 _<* 

or 

Evaluation of 

^ oo oo 

„ Ui-Ÿ {-*) _ îfe*p (--* ")-*S,1dx + 

° oO ° 

— iiï [ i- ÜS + S1 "\ 
~ x L z, ° TA J 

1*= <J [d-^É +30I-... \ 
J 4*p (-y. - Sx.1)'>('!JîiiK.3l1 

Using the same method as in (a): same method as in vajî oo 

exp(.--iO) X. 'dx _ $/e.xp(-x') X dx 
o « » 

+ i-$yej<f (r-x'jX'^dx .... 

1, = *0?[ 4_*LS +Vte 1 1 A &A J 
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Appendix B : 

From equation (3 - 12) we got 
« T | 

KT! 
Solving for E^ by itteration: 

. (K) order = X0[l+aX' 

where CL ■=. = il 
K.T 

The zeroth order 

v = E 
) *b — 0 

X, 
The, .first order 

The second order 

Using the expansion \ • We get 

XÜ' = Xo_^aX£ + |.0.,-X0
i  

xü'=x0[iW']"J,i 

XW= X0[l-|o.H
lo+ |.o.’-Xw\- ] = 

= X0|I_* 

• ]) 

Æxo[ + oH£-|2 ) Collecting the terms: 

So to 2n<^ order 

E „E. 
This approximation is very accurate for SfrO.Ol and EQ/kT^25, 
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TABLE 2 

neutrino 

source 

cross section 
37 

with Cl 
, -46 2. 

(m 10 cm ) 

ic 

; flux at earth 
' -2 -1, 
(in cm sec ) counting rate 

T -36 -1. 
(in 10 sec ) 

PP 
o
 • 

o
 6.13 E10 

o
 • 

o
 

pep 17.2 0.02 E10 0.3 

Be7 2.9 3.55 E 9 1.03 

B8 1.35 E+4 3.03 E 6 4.09 

N13 2.1 2.65 E 8 0.06 

o15 00 • 1.81 E 8 0.14 

5.6 SNU 

The neutrino counting rate for the various sources ^s shown 
above. This table^demonstrates that although the B neutri¬ 
nos are only 5 10 of the total flux arriving at earth, 
they account for « 80% of the counting rate. 

* The values are taken from the standard model of Newman (1975). 
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TABLE 3 

TEMP 

T6 

Eo 
kT 

fi 
kT 

A 

li 
kT 

rO 

A A, Az 

2 33.89 28.65 28.66 4.80 4.80 4.84 

4 26.90 23.38 23.44 3.12 3.13 3.36 

6 23.50 20.72 20.77 2.42 2.43 2.62 

8 21.35 19.01 19.05 2.02 2.02 2.19 

10 19.82 17.77 17.81 1.75 1.76 1.89 

12 18.65 16.82 16.85 1.56 1.56 1.68 

14 17.72 16.04 16.07 1.41 1.42 1.52 

In this table we show the sensitivity of the equation 
used to calculate A, to the method with which E^ was 
calculated. E^ and E^ are the most effective energies 
for the thermonuclear reaction He^+ He^—> He^ + 2H^ 

for 5=0 and 5= 0.005, respectively. E^ is E^ 
calculated by itterating equation (3-12): to an accu¬ 
racy of |Eo 1 4C Uf1* * EQ is EQ solved by using 
the power series (3 - 13) tou second order in S only. 
A, and Ax are the values obtained for A by solving^ 

eq. (3 - 20) and (3 - 19), respectively, both using E^. 
These values were compared with A , the value ob¬ 
tained for A by solving eq. (3 - 20) with E^. Equa¬ 
tion (3 - 20) was found to give more accurate results 
using E^ than was (3 - 19). 
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TABLE 4 

neutrino 
oonrpp 

^ V V 
DUUJL LU 

£ dependence &=0.005 II o
 

• 

i 
o
 
H
 

Be7 
-117 6 

e .557 .310 

B8 
-238$ 

e .304 .093 

N13 
w? 
CO 

CM 
i <1) .289 .084 

o15 -314$ 
e .146 .021 

* 
SNU 

_ _ —180$ 
5.6e 2.2 1.0 

The results of Chapter 4 are summarized 
above. As seen, a value of 0.1 for thg 
parameter S considerably reduces the B 
neutrino flux, thus lowering the coun¬ 
ting rate to Davis' limit. In estimating 
the dependence of the fluxes on £ an in¬ 
crease in temperature was taken into ac¬ 
count so that the total luminosity would 
roughly be preserved. 

*The total counting rate includes the 
(pep) neutrino flux, which was taken to 
be "zz 0.3 SNU for all 5's. 
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TABLE 5 

B = LQ at 4.5 109 years 

X 0.737 0.742 0.7466 

i 0 0.005 0.010 

z 0.0149 0.0150 0.0151 

Te, 106 °K 14.88 15.09 15.40 
-3 

Pc, gr cm 136.1 145.6 156.6 

(PP) 6.13 6.34 6.43 

(Be7) 3.55 E—1 1.85 E-l 1.09 E-l 

(B 8) 3.03 E-4 0.67 E-4 0.21 E-4 

(N13) 2.65 E-2 1.17 E-2 0.96 E-2 in 
H
 O
 1.81 E-2 0.30 E-2 0.07 E-2 

&$> , SNU 5.32 1.49 0.63 

Some output parameters of three solar models are shown 
in the Table above as a function of _2 
The neutrino fluxes are in units of 10 cm sec 
Z/X was held constant for all three models. 
The pep neutrino flux was not explicitely calculated, 
but adds tr 0.3 SNU to each entry. The reduced coun¬ 
ting rates are comparable to those estimated in Chapter 4 
(See Table 4). 
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Figure Captions : 

Figure 1 

The. most effective energy for nuclear reactions, E^, is 

a compromise between the number of particles available 

with relative kinetic energy E (taken to be a Maxwellian 

distribution) and their ability to penetrate the Coulomb 

barrier,which is proportional to the Gamow penetration 
-1/2 

factor exp(-bE ). E^ is an increasing function of the 

product and the temperature T. 

Figures 2(a)—2(c) 

The branching ratios, the function and the energy 

generation rate of the PP chains are shown for two values 

of & . F and F and are reduced,while F increases 

for & =0.01, corresponding to an increase of completions 

through the PPI chain. It shows the effect of & on the 
8 

PP chain, namely the conversion of "visible" B neutrinos 

to "invisible" (pp) neutrinos. Figure 2(c) shows how 0 

reduces the rate of energy generation at a given temperature. 

Figure 3 

A comparison is made between the relative abundances of 

the neutrino fluxes and their relative contribution to 

the counting rate. 

Figure 4 

The farther out on the Maxwellian tail the reactions occur, 

the more their rate will be suppressed provided the function 

f(E) satisfies : d*f/dE1 JL 0. 
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Figure 5(a) 

The time from zero-age main sequence vs. luminosity. 

Stars with are more luminous and reach L=LQat 

an earlier age. 

Figures 5(b)—5(d) 

The various neutrino fluxes vs. luminosity. As can be 
8 f seen, the B flux is drastically reduced for 4=0.01. 

Figure 6 
13 

The rate of production of N neutrinos per unit mass 

as a function of radius. As 8 increases, the flux emer¬ 
ging from the central source decreases. The flux emer¬ 

ging from the shell source is not affected, but the shell 

moves inward as 8 increases. 

Figure 7 

The dependence, at constant composition X=0.744 and 

Z=0.015, of several quantities on 8 . Each quantity 

is normalized to unity at £ =0. 
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Figure 1 

Figure 2 Energy 
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Figure 3 
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Figure 6. 
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Figure 7 
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